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Footprints on the Moon Dec 25 2021 On July 20, 1969, at 3:16 p.m., Commander Neil Armstrong brought the lunar module,
Eagle , to a safe landing on the Moon. Millions of television viewers on Earth watched breathlessly as he then became the
first man to set foot on the Moon. This amazing achievement was years, even centuries, in the making. The Moon and the
heavens have intrigued mankind since ancient times. FOOTPRINTS ON THE MOON chronicles the spirit and determination of
visionaries from Galileo to John F. Kennedy, whose dream of reaching the Moon was finally and superbly realized through
the efforts of the Apollo missions. With a compelling and thoroughly researched text, the great vision of the scientists,
engineers, and astronauts who struggled to make the dream a reality is brought into sharp focus. The book brings to light
great triumphs and tragedies. Readers will learn about the years of determination, experimentation, and risk that gave rise
to many space explorations, including 17 Apollo missions. Today the Moon is less of a mystery than in ancient times, but it
is still a wonder. Breathtaking photographs--many from NASA--portray the indescribable beauty of outer space, the Moon,
and the wonder of mankind's inspiring vision.
To the Moon and Back for You Jun 18 2021 A perfect gift for any parent who has struggled on their journey to have a baby,
Million Dollar Listing star Emilia Bechrakis Serhant's debut picture book poignantly explores her own difficulty conceiving
and her life-changing experiences with IVF. I swam through the deepest ocean. I climbed the tallest mountain. Finding you
was a journey. And meeting you was my greatest joy. In this picture book, illustrated by the #1 New York Times bestselling
artist of A Day in the Life of Marlon Bundo, families of different shapes, colors, and sizes must cross deserts, navigate rough
seasons, and climb mountains--all to find their miracle babies. Emilia's story reminds us that, despite the challenges and
complications often thrown our way, hope will always prevail. To the Moon and Back for You combines a timeless feel with
a timely subject, and is poised to become a modern classic for years to come.
Raising with the Moon Jul 28 2019 Planting "by the signs" is an ancient tradition, now explained in this exploration of the
signs of the moon and how they work. Includes information on every aspect of gardening: preparing the soil, planting,
fertilizing, and harvesting. (Gardening/Horticulture)
Book of the Moon Apr 28 2022 For thousands of years, the Moon has been the one thing in the night sky that everyone
anywhere on our planet recognises. Trace the story of the Moon around the world and through history, from ancient
legends about its creation, to its first sighting through a telescope, right up until the Apollo 11 mission and the first Moon
landing in 1969.
The First Men on the Moon Jan 14 2021 This book tells the story of Apollo 11 and dispels the myth that NASA faked the
moon landings. The story is brought to life by exploiting the flight plan, mission report, in-flight transcripts (including
conversations among the crew in the spacecraft that were not transmitted) and post-flight debriefing. It features scans
recently produced by NASA of the original Hasselblad film. The final chapters discuss what was learned of the moon rocks,
and reviews the follow-on missions. The author’s impressive expertise and knowledge of the Moon landings shines through
and seamlessly unites the myriad details of the mission.
The Moon and Sixpence (月亮與六便士) Mar 28 2022 In "Moon and Sixpence," Somerset Maugham takes a fascinating look into
the life of Charles Strickland, a man who gives up his comfortable life as a stock broker, breaks the social contract,
abandons his family, and takes up painting. These changes condemn him to a life of poverty and disdain by most who know
him. The story is related by an aspiring writer who never seems to be able to quite get the painter to admit he is either
remorseful of all the human wreckage he's left in his wake, or so uncomfortable in this new life that he's sorry for having
made such a hash of his it. "Moon and Sixpence" raises several interesting questions: Who makes the social contract
anyway, and did Strickland knowingly sign on, or was he simply incorporated into it by society? Would it have been
acceptable for Strickland to abandon his family to become a priest, missionary, or some other more acceptable form of
profession? While the book is loosely based on the life of Paul Gaugin, it is really more about W. Somerset Maugham and
his search for beauty and truth. Maugham shows us that while the search may be noble, the journey is not necessarily
beautiful to everyone, especially those not involved. "Moon and Sixpence" is a must-read for anyone contemplating a life in

the arts. While Strickland is a thoroughly dislikable character, he is one without artifice, totally lacking the ability to say
anything other than what is true to him. He is a man consumed by his passion, completely lacking the need for approval.
Maugham as usual creates a work that is both powerful and thought-provoking. "Moon and Sixpence" satisfys on at least
two levels; as an excellent story, and as a philosophical treatise on art, beauty and passion.
Rocket to the Moon! Feb 01 2020 On July 20, 1969, Neil Armstrong took "one small step for man, one giant leap for
mankind" when the Apollo 11 landed on the moon. But it wasn't just one man who got us to the moon. The Moon Landing
explores the people and technology that made the moon landing possible. Instead of examining one person's life, it focuses
on the moon landing itself, showing the events leading up to it and how it changed the world. The book takes readers
through the history of rocket building: from ancient Chinese rockets, to "bombs bursting in air" during the War of 1812, to
Russia's Sputnik program, to the moon landing. Beautifully illustrated and well-researched, this book is the perfect resource
for curious readers and tomorrow's scientists. It includes a timeline of space travel, a bibliography, and an index.
Sun, Moon and Stars Designs to Color Mar 04 2020 Fanciful images of blazing suns, cool moons, and starry skies will
brighten anyone's day. Thirty full-page illustrations depict serene-faced suns and crescent moons. Animals, flowers, clouds,
and stars enliven the celestial designs.
The Sky at Night: Book of the Moon – A Guide to Our Closest Neighbour Jun 30 2022 How well do you know our closest
neighbour? Featured on BBC Radio 4 Saturday Live and BBC Breakfast The moon has fascinated humankind since the
beginning of history. But far from being just a big rock out in space, the Moon has a phenomenal power over the earth, with
its ability to create great waves, dictate the length of the day and summon the seasons. It is a key player in the story of our
planet. In this unique celebration of the Moon, lunar expert and space scientist Dr Maggie Aderin Pocock takes readers on a
journey through the Moon’s past, present and future. She uncovers the way the Moon has captured our imaginations,
contemplates how it was formed, and uncovers why we need the Moon to protect our fragile earth. Drawing on the latest
scientific research, she then looks forward to what might be to come – will we return to the moon or will it become a launch
pad to go into the great unknown? Filled with fascinating facts and anecdotes, and written with warmth and passion, The
Book of the Moon is for scientists and stargazers alike. You'll never look at our closest neighbour in the same way again.
Return to the Moon Jun 26 2019 Former NASA Astronaut Harrison Schmitt advocates a private, investor-based approach to
returning humans to the Moon—to extract Helium 3 for energy production, to use the Moon as a platform for science and
manufacturing, and to establish permanent human colonies there in a kind of stepping stone community on the way to
deeper space. With governments playing a supporting role—just as they have in the development of modern commercial
aeronautics and agricultural production—Schmitt believes that a fundamentally private enterprise is the only type of
organization capable of sustaining such an effort and, eventually, even making it pay off.
The First Men in the Moon Jun 06 2020 The most dazzling of Wells' "scientific romances" and the last of the series that
began with The Time Machine, this edition offers the only annotated version of The First Men in the Moon. Wells combines
subtle comedy and thrilling adventure in this engaging satire of imperialism and human frailty in which the heroes invade
the moon, only to be captured by the ant-like Selenites. Wells established a new level of the science fiction genre with his
fantastical but subtle writing. The explanatory notes in this edition clarify Wells' rich allusions and elucidate the scientific
aspects of the moon voyage.
The Moon Jan 26 2022 A Sunday Times must read book of 2019 'An out-of-this-world read ... brilliant and compelling.
Morton is a high-octane British science journalist, and every chapter is littered with material that strikes, amazes or haunts
... this is a book filled not just with a lifetime's knowledge of its subject but with a lifetime's suppressed excitement.' James
McConnachie, Sunday Times Every generation has looked up from the Earth and wondered at the beauty of the Moon. 50
years ago, a few Americans became the first to do the reverse - with the whole world watching through their eyes. In this
short but wide-ranging book, Oliver Morton explores the history and future of humankind's relationship with the Moon. A
counterpoint in the sky, it has shaped our understanding of the Earth from Galileo to Apollo. Its gentle light has spoken of
love and loneliness; its battered surface of death and the cosmic. For some, it is a future on which humankind has turned
its back. For others, an adventure yet to begin. Advanced technologies, new ambitions and old dreams mean that men,
women and robots now seem certain to return to the Moon. What will they learn there about the universe, the Earth-and
themselves? And, this time, will they stay?
Moon Mission Nov 23 2021 A unique look at the successful Ñ though nearly disastrous Ñ Apollo 11 moon landing! In a
riveting narrative told from the astronautsÕ points of view, readers get to relive every step of Apollo 11Õs 1969 mission Ñ
from ignition to moon walk to splashdown Ñ including the nail-biting (and relatively unknown) crucial moments when it
came close to failure. And, setting this book apart, each step is linked to the innovations and discoveries from the past four
centuries that made it possible. ItÕs a fascinating new perspective on an epic journey Ñ and how STEM set it in motion!
Readers better fasten their seat belts, theyÕre in for the ride of a lifetime!
The Moon Book Feb 24 2022 A guide to conscious living through the moon and her phases, incorporating wellness rituals,
spellwork, and witchcraft for the modern seeker. We all know the moon. We all have a relationship with it. The earliest
people obeyed her orbit, timed their months and holidays and celebrations and agriculture to the moon; the echoes of that
system are still visible today, though the connection to the moon is often forgotten. Sarah Faith Gottesdiener is the leader
of a movement to remind us of that lineage, guiding our rhythms and our sleep, our energy and our emotions, reminding us
of our humanity and our magic. In her self-published Many Moons Workbooks and Lunar Journals, as well as her sold-out
classes, she has guided over 50,000 readers to a deeper relationship with the moon, and through it, with themselves. This
evergreen book will be an informative and comprehensive guide to lunar living, incorporating radical, self-empowering, and

magical tools and resources for the beginner and experienced lunar-follower alike. Depending on where we are in our lives,
depending on what we are feeling or what is happening around us, the moon allows us a space to invite ritual into our daily
lives. The Moon Book will provide a framework on how to utilize the entire lunar cycle holistically, while offering ways for
the reader to develop a personal relationship with their own cycles—energetic, personal, and emotional—through the lens
of the moon’s phases.
The Moon and Sixpence May 18 2021 Charles Strickland, a conventional stockbroker, abandons his wife and children for
Paris and Tahiti, to live his life as a painter. Whilst his betrayal of family, duty and honour gives him the freedom to achieve
greatness, his decision leads to an obsession which carries severe implications. Inspired by the life of Paul Gauguin, The
Moon and Sixpence is at once a satiric caricature of Edwardian conventions and a vivid portrayal of the mentality of a
genius.
Mysteries of the Moon and Star Sep 02 2022
How to Be on the Moon Aug 09 2020 Anna and Crocodile are back in a brand-new companion title to How to Find
Gold.Praise for How to Find Gold: "This book is gold, put it on your bookshelf where it can be easily found and treasure it!" Chris Riddell, Children's Laureate In the sequel to the bestselling How to Find Gold, best friends Anna and Crocodile are
going on another intrepid adventure - this time, to the moon! But soaring into the space is no simple task. To start with, it's
very far away. Then there's the not-so-simple matter of building a rocket. And there are the sandwiches to make for the
journey. But when Anna and Crocodile set their sights on something, nothing can stand in their way... Bursting with sharp,
funny dialogue and illuminated by Viviane's out-of-this-world illustrations, this is a story that celebrates irrepressible
curiosity and the magic of imaginative play.
Wanted: The Moon and the Stars Dec 13 2020 Koko is a smart koala that is excited to see the world and all its beauty. He
is learning new things in school about the night and cannot wait to see the moon and the stars with his own eyes. With the
help of his mum, he learns to be patient, to control his emotions, and to count the days of the week until finally one day, he
fulfils his dream. What Baby Koko didn't know is that he would get a special visit from a friend to make his wish come true.
Live from the Moon Dec 01 2019 Man's exploration of space and its climax in the American moon landings have provided
the world with iconic sounds and images of the late twentieth century. Travelling across millions of miles, these sounds and
images have become lodged in the public conscious as the most powerful of collective memories. They speak both of
breathtaking technological achievement and of the courage of the men, and woman, who risked their lives in striving to be
more than human and to be more than just of this Earth. As John F. Kennedy said, "We choose to go to the Moon, not
because it is easy but because it is hard." This is the first comprehensive exploration of the role played by film and
television systems in enabling these feats of interplanetary exploration to be witnessed by audiences of hundreds of
millions of people. Using material from the NASA archives, expert and enthusiast Michael Allen traces the parallel
development and interdependency of space and media technologies during the Space Race -- of satellite surveillance and
interplanetary probes, early Russian successes and the American missions that landed men on the moon. He also
chronicles the part played by film and television in recording what was, and is, man's greatest leap: the exploration of
outer space and other planets.
Dear Moon Baby (Moon and Me) Aug 28 2019 Dear Moon Baby follows the journey of Pepi Nana's first letter to Moon Baby
in Andy Davenport's magical and nostalgic Moon and Me. Parents and children will love learning more about these
delightful characters from Andy Davenport, the creator of Teletubbies and In the Night Gardena real hit for any families
with young children. Inspired by tales of toys that come to life when no one is looking, Moon and Me tells the comical tale
of a special friendship between two charactersPepi Nana and Moon Baby.
How to Photograph the Moon and Planets with Your Digital Camera Sep 09 2020 Although astronomical CCD cameras can
be very costly, digital cameras – the kind you use on holiday – on the other hand, are relatively inexpensive. Moreover,
their technology – especially thermal noise, sensitivity (ISO number) and resolution – has progressed to a point where such
cameras are more than capable of photographing the brighter astronomical objects. Now Tony Buick has teamed up with
fellow author and astro imager Phil Pugh, to produce a completely revised, updated, and extended second edition to How
to Photograph the Moon and Planets with your Digital Camera, first published in 2006. The revisions take into account
changing (and improving) camera technology, and some items which are now available commercially but which previously
had to be home-made. The section of solar observing has been expanded to include observing by H-alpha light, and among
the many additional sections are photographing the constellations, aurorae, and basic post-imaging processing.
I Love You to the Moon and Back Nov 04 2022 When the sun comes up, Big Bear and Little Bear think of new ways to share
their love. Big Bear loves Little Bear more and more as each day passes, right up to each new moon – and back. A joyful
celebration of the love between parent and child, this lovely chunky board book is perfect for reading with your special little
person. With sturdy pages that are easy for little hands to turn and beautiful illustrations by Tim Warnes, I Love You to the
Moon and Back will soon become a firm bedtime favourite.
Papa, Please Get the Moon for Me Sep 29 2019 In a book with foldout pages, Monica's father fulfills her request for the
moon by taking it down after it is small enough to carry, but it continues to change in size.
From the Earth to the Moon, and a Trip Around It Oct 03 2022 Jules Verne was an incredible visionary. His two stories
regarding the first attempts by man to leave the surface of the Earth, travel across a vast distance and visit our satellite
were incredible for the time in which they were written. But, even more so in that Verne predicted that Florida in the United
States would be the point of takeoff and that three men would take part in the journey. There are many other surprises in
store for the reader, and though Verne was incorrect on a few details it is almost as if he had visited his future and

witnessed the events. This is a combination of the two stories detailing the trip and the return to our planet. Eighty
illustrations accompany the text. This is a fine translation of Verne's original French writings with only minor interference
by several editors over the years to standardize spellings and correct a few obvious typos.
The Night The Moon Went Missing Oct 11 2020 Meet Moon and a little girl, Lucy, in this illustrated storybook that teaches
young children about the importance of the Moon and how valuable each of us really is. Space can be lonely, so Moon likes
to watch people down on Earth. There's just one problem: when Sun is out, everybody on Earth is happy to see him, but
when Moon is out, everyone goes to sleep. This makes Moon upset. What Moon doesn't know is that little Lucy loves to look
up at Moon, and one clear night she sees that Moon has disappeared. Can Lucy find Moon and will Moon learn just how
much everybody actually loves her? With colourful illustrations and an engaging storyline, this book will inspire and
captivate young readers with its timely and ultimately uplifting message about how valuable everyone is and how much we
mean to the people around us. It also teaches children about why the Moon is so important to our lives. A perfect bedtime
story and addition to every child's bookshelf.
To the Moon! Nov 11 2020 The moon is amazing! It has craters, "oceans" of lava, and lots of awesome space rocks. Neil's
imagination takes him on a trip to the moon. Join him as he explores mountains and hills, spots a famous astronaut's
footprints, and collects space rocks for his science project. Find out more about that big round object in the night sky.
The Book of the Moon Apr 16 2021 The Book of the Moon is an absorbing, clear account of all things lunar. It is divided up
into the following chapters: Facts and Figures; The Astronomers, their Charts, Maps and Instruments; Astronauts and Moon
Missions; Gods and Myths; Astrology and Magic; Medicine; Miscellany.
Apollo, the Race to the Moon Oct 23 2021 Describes how a group of men and women accomplished the feat of landing
men on the moon and returning them to earth.
Space Baby: Zoom to the Moon! Jan 02 2020 "Zoom to the Moon introduces big ideas to little ones! This first book about
space will delight young babies. With shiny foil to focus on and bright colour to capture and keep their attention, this book
will be revisited time and time again - and also be interesting to older toddlers."--Publisher's description.
Cosmic Flow Apr 04 2020 Cosmic Flow is an entrancing workbook, with activities, writing exercises, and rituals that
connect you with the natural cycles and energies of the moon.
Fly Me to the Moon and Other Jazz Classics Mar 16 2021 Five classic jazz standards superbly arranged in a vocal jazz style
for upper voices and piano by Gwyn Arch. This is a must-have collection for any choir hoping to extend their repertoire
beyond the traditional. The lively, fun to sing arrangements will please both choirs and audiences time and again.
The Value of the Moon Jul 08 2020 While the Moon was once thought to hold the key to space exploration, in recent
decades, the U.S. has largely turned its sights toward Mars and other celestial bodies instead. In The Value of the Moon,
lunar scientist Paul Spudis argues that the U.S. can and should return to the moon in order to remain a world leader in
space utilization and development and a participant in and beneficiary of a new lunar economy. Spudis explores three
reasons for returning to the Moon: it is close, it is interesting, and it is useful. The proximity of the Moon not only allows for
frequent launches, but also control of any machinery we place there. It is interesting because recorded deep on its surface
and in its craters is the preserved history of the moon, the sun, and indeed the entire galaxy. And finally, the moon is
useful because it is rich with materials and energy. The moon, Spudis argues, is a logical base for further space exploration
and even a possible future home for us all. Throughout his work, Spudis incorporates details about man's fascination with
the moon and its place in our shared history. He also explores its religious, cultural, and scientific resonance and assesses
its role in the future of spaceflight and our national security and prosperity.
The Moon and Stars Jul 20 2021 Matthew Capes, struggling with chronic stage fright, has not sung in front of an audience
for ten years. A classical tenor with a magnificent voice, he only dares sing late at night on the empty stage of the Moon
and Stars theatre. When Matthew's old singing partner Angela - who just so happens to be the woman of his dreams - gets
back in touch and offers him the chance to perform in a nationwide tour, his low self-esteem and anxiety stand in the way.
But Matthew has a plan: he will sing in the shadows while his handsome and charismatic friend Ralph takes to the stage
with Angela. What could go wrong? Loosely inspired by The Phantom of the Opera, this warm and witty debut novel is the
perfect read for fans of David Nicholls.
The Moon and How to Observe It Oct 30 2019 This revolutionary new book is written for practical amateur astronomers
who not only want to observe, but want to know the details of exactly what they are looking at. The Moon is the most
commonly observed of all astronomical objects. This is the first book to deal equally with the Moon itself - its formation,
geology, and history - as well as the practical aspects of observation. The concept of the book - and of the series - is to
present an up-to-date detailed description of the Moon, including its origins, history, and geology (part one); and then (part
two) to consider how best to observe and record it successfully using commercially-available equipment. The Moon and
How to Observe It is a mine of information for all levels of amateur observers, from the beginner to the experienced
The First Men in the Moon May 06 2020 When penniless businessman Mr Bedford retreats to the Kent coast to write a play,
he meets by chance the brilliant Dr Cavor, an absent-minded scientist on the brink of developing a material that blocks
gravity. Cavor soon succeeds in his experiments, only to tell a stunned Bedford the invention makes possible one of the
oldest dreams of humanity: a journey to the moon. With Bedford motivated by money, and Cavor by the desire for
knowledge, the two embark on the expedition. But neither are prepared for what they find - a world of freezing nights,
boiling days and sinister alien life, on which they may be trapped forever.
The Moon and the Bonfires Aug 21 2021 An orphan rescued from death by a farm family returns to Italy from America after
World War II with money in his pockets, but wealth cannot protect him from the harsh realities of life. Original.

To the Moon and Back Aug 01 2022 Newly widowed Ellie moves to London's glamorous Primrose Hill to start over, but her
new boss, Zack McLaren, is terribly distracting as he does everything he can to win her attention and her affection. By the
author of Staying at Daisy's. Original.
How Apollo Flew to the Moon May 30 2022 Stung by the pioneering space successes of the Soviet Union - in particular,
Gagarin being the first man in space, the United States gathered the best of its engineers and set itself the goal of reaching
the Moon within a decade. In an expanding 2nd edition of How Apollo Flew to the Moon, David Woods tells the exciting
story of how the resulting Apollo flights were conducted by following a virtual flight to the Moon and its exploration of the
surface. From launch to splashdown, he hitches a ride in the incredible spaceships that took men to another world,
exploring each step of the journey and detailing the enormous range of disciplines, techniques, and procedures the Apollo
crews had to master. While describing the tremendous technological accomplishment involved, he adds the human
dimension by calling on the testimony of the people who were there at the time. He provides a wealth of fascinating and
accessible material: the role of the powerful Saturn V, the reasoning behind trajectories, the day-to-day concerns of human
and spacecraft health between two worlds, the exploration of the lunar surface and the sheer daring involved in traveling
to the Moon and the mid-twentieth century. Given the tremendous success of the original edition of How Apollo Flew to the
Moon, the second edition will have a new chapter on surface activities, inspired by reader's comment on Amazon.com.
There will also be additional detail in the existing chapters to incorporate all the feedback from the original edition, and will
include larger illustrations.
The Hare and the Moon Sep 21 2021 An exquisite, full colour country almanac by artist Catherine Hyde, following the
phases of the moon and a hare's journey throughout the twelve months of the year in a lyrical tribute to the natural world.
Waking from the winter solstice a hare begins her journey. Through the landscape and its changing seasons, moving in
harmony with the moon. Atmospheric and gorgeous paintings show the hare running in January, watching in February,
leaping in March, until it comes full circle, sleeping in December. Twelve double page paintings of the hare's journey are
accompanied by full pages of art, showing a tree, a flower and a bird for each month of the year. This rich celebration of
flora, fauna and country life includes hawthorn and cowslips, swallows, blackbirds, buzzards and owls, harebells, holly,
olive, rowan, poppies and much more. Titbits of text – folklore, fairytale, myth and legend complement the art complete
this desirable gift book. This richly illustrated ebook is made in a fixed format layout to preserve the integrated text and
colour images. Recommended devices that support this file include iPad, iPhone, Google Nexus and Kobo Arc. Please note
that Fixed-layout ePUB 3 files are not currently supported on Amazon Kindle devices or B&N's NOOK.
Max Goes to the Moon Feb 12 2021 Taking the first trip to the Moon since the Apollo missions, Max the dog and his friend
Tori help set up the first colony on the Moon.
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